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There have, over the years, been more stories and uninformed debate in relation to OJD in regard to 

the clinical disease and disease control than has been over any animal health or welfare entity.  

Often the best people with the knowledge about the disease, its affects on productivity and mental 

wellbeing, combined with biosecurity risk management are the producers who have lived with the 

disease and its policies since 1997. 

There is a significant need to support the producers who have done the hard yards dealing with the 

disease, the mental anguish, the regulations and the early adoption [1999] of, and continued annual 

vaccination of lambs for the betterment of not only their enterprise but also district and country. 

The continued use of vaccine into the future needs to be strongly supported and promoted as it is 

the only viable method of control and failing to give industry endorsement at this vital stage will see 

us return to pre 1998 days with massive infection rates, mortality tallies increasing, reduced 

productivity and rampant spread to all parts of the country.  The negativity of vaccine promotion 

aids nobody. 

We are all painfully aware that the vaccine would never be 100%, but with improved animal 

husbandry programs in the high prevalence area, we have seen very good results. This has been 

backed up with abattoir surveillance – 1 sheep in 1000 after only 5 years vaccinating - and all this 

through 10 years of drought where our districts have experienced the lowest rainfall in recorded 

history.  If abattoir surveillance was functioning effectively today, the results now would be even 

more impressive.  

In Australia approximately 75% of the sheep would be in the previously proposed control area, 

where there are varying levels of infection and vaccine use.  To date the best way to promote 

vaccine use, both its uptake and subsequent purchase of approved vaccinates is through market 

driven incentives.  In other areas with low infection, biosecurity measures and messages will also be 

useful in reducing the risk of disease establishing on farm. 

Common messages, backed with market incentives: 

 If there is a property or flock in a high prevalence area, only buy approved vaccinated sheep 

- the longer the property has been using vaccine the better  

 If there is a property or flock in a low prevalence area where OJD is uncommon, avoid 

buying sheep which have originated from where OJD is known to occur, irrespective of 

vaccination history.  The myth that vaccinates carry disease is still common. 

 To this end we need two things. 

1. Abattoir surveillance to [a] assist producers know where prevalence is high and low – but 

not used for regulation [b] identify where properties are newly infected so vaccine can be 

used before significant losses occur 

2. SHS - market base incentive scheme that is very simple. [a] vaccination status – 1,2 or 3 

generations [b] area – low or high [c] testing history – simple – AS or tested to MAP – 1,2 or 

3 times 



This would give an incentive to use vaccine in high prevalence area as well as giving confidence to 

purchasers of re-stocker sheep that these sheep come with a biosecurity risk that matches their 

management and enterprise. 

The unknown is how far the disease has spread in the last few years where abattoir surveillance is 

non-existent.  Developing a policy based on trends of five years earlier does not give anyone any 

confidence.  Much has changed since the end of the drought – prevalence in the old high prevalence 

area is much lower than previously noted and I am sure the reverse will be true for those areas with 

previously low prevalence but have continued trading with everyone in the absence of abattoir 

surveillance. 

With this in mind, the development of large areas of regional biosecurity areas, based on no current 

knowledge is farcical for us in the ‘previously’ high prevalence area. 
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